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Company Description
The world is changing. Today, people and devices are more
connected than ever before, raising the bar for customer experiences, and the brands behind them. Together with Cisco, AppDynamics is helping companies make mission-critical and strategic
decisions that improve customer experience and accelerate
business in a multi-cloud world. Over 2000 enterprise customers
rely on AppDynamics to deliver an application performance
solution that leverages AI to help them solve problems right now,
and prevent problems from happening in the future.

Product Profile
Our unified suite of application and business performance
monitoring solutions ensure that every part of even the most
complex, multi-cloud environments—from software to
infrastructure to business outcomes—is highly visible, optimized,
and primed to drive growth.

Overview

AppDynamics connects application performance
and customer experience
to your business outcomes with a smarter
approach to performance management.

Executive Summary

AppDynamics provides a Red Hat Certified
real-time monitoring of your applications to
detect anomalies and keep your business
running smoothly. Align your business owners
and IT department with one common language
by translating code-level monitoring into business insights — a first in the industry — and
deliver exceptional customer experiences. The
result is complete application awareness across
the technology stack. In addition, AppDynamics
provides a certified OpenShift Operator to make
it faster and easier for customers to deploy.

Statement from Partner

“Combining AppDynamics’ deep application
insight with Red Hat’s infrastructure solutions
gives Red Hat customers the fastest root cause
analysis, reduced risk of unexpected application
outages, and greater trust across teams leading
to better customer experiences and business
results,” said Kevin Wagner, Vice President,
Corporate Development and Strategy, AppDynamics. “By certifying our products on Red Hat’s
platform, we are bringing a world-class solution
to customers who are looking to modernize their
technology stack by deploying on OpenShift
while improving business results and customer
satisfaction.”

Statement from Red Hat Connect

TECHNOLOGY PARTNER

CERTIFIED TECHNOLOGY

"Developers and architects looking to build new
applications in, and for the cloud, or migrate
existing applications to a cloud-based infrastructure, partner with Red Hat to develop and deliver
more supportable solutions sooner." said Mike
Werner, Sr. Director, Global Technology Partners, Red Hat. “Red Hat certification assures a
supportable platform for all types of customer
deployment models. Red Hat is thrilled to work
with software partners like AppDynamics,
resulting in the world’s largest open, and commercially supportable application ecosystem.”

Product Benefits
• Automatic baselines of every metric and event
• Correlation of application/infrastructure performance
to end-user and business impact
• Automated anomaly detection and root cause analysis
• Automatic mapping of applications and infrastructure
With AppDynamics, customers can use dashboards to give a
first-class view of Kubernetes deployments.
• Cluster, Namespace and Deployment views
• Correlation between the APM node dashboard and K8s pod
They can also see cluster-level health monitoring for K8s.
• Resource availability (cpu, memory, storage)
• Resource request/limit recommendations
• Early warning signs of evictions
• Violations of best practices (lack of quotas or health probes)
• Overview of pod status with drilldown across cluster/namespace
• RCA of anomalies (elevated pod pending times, missing
dependencies, etc.)
• Code level visibility (contextual app logs and live debugging)

Use Cases
• Application Performance Monitoring: Proactively monitor your application performance no matter where they
reside (traditional, containerized infrastructures and hybrid clouds) to ensure customer satisfaction and business
results.
• Application Migration: Get a full list of dependencies when migrating applications to other platforms to eliminate
surprises. Use multi-variate analysis to compare pre and post migration performance of your applications and
determine the business impact of the move.
• Application Optimization: Find new ways to eliminate wait times and get the edge over your competition when
developing applications running on Red Hat Linux or Red Hat Openshift.

AppDynamics is a Red Hat certified container and is available for
customer download from the Red Hat certified container registry.
https://access.redhat.com/containers/#/vendor/appdynamics
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